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The probability of emissio of a pair of muon neutrinos by an electron mov.ing in a constant m gnet ic field is dete_rmined within the framework of the standard theor of electroweak interactions. The dependence of this probability n the electron energy and the external
·
magnetic field is investig ted.
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the standard Weinberg-Salam the ry of the electroweak interaction [8]).
Polarization effects in SNE in the sa e contact limit of the Weinberg-Salam theory
that was used in [7] were inves igated in [9].
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The SNE process was analyzjd in [3-9l at relatively low energies at which
the interaction is effectively tjhe four-fermion point interaction.
In this
paper, we consider the case of ~igh energies for which the weak interaction
ceases to be of the contact type/ and is due to the exchange of the massive vector bosons w± and Z, which leadd to a significant change in the energy dependence
of the probability for the proc,ss. We shall confine our attention to the emission of a pair of muon neutrino by an electron, in which case only one diagram
'Ni th a neutral Z-boson exchange (mz = 93 GeV [8]) contributes to the SIJE amplitude: the electron emits a •rirtLjal Z-boson which decays into the ,.;;.-pair (the
neutrino is assumed to be mass11ss).
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The amplitude for the proc~s e-ev,v. is (we are using a system of units in
which A-c-1, and a pseudo-Euclidea m-etric with ·the signature ( + - - -) :
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-2 is the!. Fermi constant, q is the 4-momentum of the Z1.17·10- GeV
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boson, ! z ~ 2. 5 GeV .is the total decay width of the Z-boson [ 8], k and k' are
the 4-momenta of the neutrinos
and v , u renresents their bispinor amplitudes,
and the electron current
µ
µ
·
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j~ = ii>•. (r) Y~ (gv + gAy") "'" (r) ,,-<qr d'x
is the determined by the exact weight functions of the electron ili

n
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the initial and final states (energies e: and e:') i!1 the constant uniform magnetic field (the explicit form of these functions ca!1 be found, for example, in
[10]). The vector and axial constants in the current are expressed in terms
of the Weinberg angle ar.(sin2 0..""0,225):
gv-;_1/2+2sin2 0r,

gA=-1/2.

The probability for the process can be deduced from (1):
02)

where f is the set of quantum numbers describing the state of the final electron and the range of integration is defined by !q!,.;q,=e-s'.
We shall confine our attention to the case of ultrarelativistic electron
energies (e: »m) and relatively weak magnetic fields, H <<H 0 , so that the initial and final states of the electron can be treated quasiclassically. The depend'ence of the total probability of the process on the electron energy and the
magnetic field is then determined by the single invariant parameter (according
to the general theory given in [10,11]):
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where P.i. is the transverse (relative to H) momentum of the electron and F

µv

is

the external field tensor. Using the well-knqwn quasiclassical asymptotic behavior of the matrix elements from the theory of synchrotron radiation [12], we
find that the probability (2) is given by the following integral representation:
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i.e., u is the same quantity aslin
the theory of synchrotron radiation, whereas
I
'
2 112
x is related to the invariant miss (q )
of the neutrino pair. At high energies, for which x » 1, the main·. contribution to the integral in (4) is provided
by region u,..1, z"°x'" (see ( 5)). This means that for l<x<(mz/m)' and .<~- (mz/m)',
i.e., q'<mz2, we find that, sine
B/a-rz/mz<:l, the factor

I R= [(.t-<l) 2 +B2 J- 1,

~ 7)

!

that determines the contributio~' of the Z-boson propagator to (4) becomes R""-t.-•.
As a result, (4) becomes identi al with the well-known expression deduced in
the effective four-fermion theo y (see, for example, [9,11]).
I

It is clear from ( 4) that,~· when q•-mz2 , the differential probability dw/dudx
exhibits a resonance in the reg on lz-al..:;B, i.e., lq.-mz'l..:;m,rz. Hence, when
x'- (mz/m)', we can find a represe tation for the probability in the form of a single
integral if we use the resonanc approximation for the factor given by (7), i.e.,
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rec~ll
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and also
that, when x »
the
contribution is provided by u - 1.
Substituting (8) i~ (4), we obt in the probability wR of the process in the
resonance region (x- (mi/m)'x-1):
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At ultrahigh energies (x;>(m#m) 3 ), the main contribution to the integral ( 4)
is provided by the term proport:iional to $ 1 (t). The corresponding asymptotic
behavior of the probability can lbe ob.tained by setting t = 0, R""-z-•, and integrating with respect to x in th~ logS:rithmic approximation (z.gxmax-x'").
The
integral with respect to u can lhen be evaluated exactly and the final result is
w = t4r < 13> (g' + g".G'm' ~ (3X)'13 In X
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which is significantly different from the well-known result for I<x<(mdm) 3 [9,
11], namely, w-x2Inx. This diff rence is due to the propagator effect: it follows
from (5) and (6) that q'-x"'m' in! the significant region, 1.e., the factor (7)
is R-R.-x_.13 and x2 must be rep~aced with Rex2 -x213 , Ylhich is in agreement with ( 10):

I

w-x'" In x .

Let us now compare the int-Lsities
I \) and I y of the neutrino pairs and gamma
9"
rays emitted by an electron in~ magnetic field at ultrahigh energies. The
neutrino-pair intensity can be ~ound from (4) by multiplying the integrand by
the neutrino-pair energy qo=U•/(lfu):
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» l is gil en by [10]:
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I,

I,= (2'/35) f (2/3)am2 (3x)'".

From this and from (11) we obtain the intensity ratio

r

/y

(12)

ly

where we have substituting numerical values for the electroweak interaction constants. This shows that the ratio (12) is a logarithmic function of the particle
energy, whereas for l<x<(mz/m)3 the result is r-2·10-"·x"'Inx.
Zhukovskii, V. R. Khalilov, and A. I.
1 The authors are indebted to V. Ch.
Studenikin for useful discussions of the results reported in this paper.
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